The standard operational semantics of concurrent constraint logic languages is not con uent in the sense that di erent schedulings of processes may result in di erent program behaviors. While implementations are free to choose speci c scheduling policies, analyses should be correct for all implementations. Moreover, in the presence of parallelism it is usually not possible to determine how processes will actually be scheduled. E cient program analysis is therefore di cult as all process schedulings must be considered. To overcome this problem we introduce a con uent semantics which closely approximates the standard (non-con uent) semantics. This semantics provides a basis for e cient and accurate program analysis for these languages. To illustrate the usefulness of this approach we sketch analyses based on abstract interpretations of the con uent semantics which determine if a program is suspension and local suspension free. /
INTRODUCTION
Concurrent constraint logic programming 24, 26] is a programming paradigm based on logic programming with mechanisms for concurrency. In recent years there is a growing interest in both theoretical as well as practical applications of these languages. However, before their full potential can be realized there is a need for powerful tools to provide e cient and accurate program analyses which can be used by compilers to produce more e cient target code and by programmers to detect (synchronization) errors in code. The main contribution of the present paper is a semantic basis for the development of such analyses.
The computational model of concurrent constraint logic programming is based on constraints and an entailment or implication relation between these. Processes interact through a common store of constraints. Communication is achieved by telling, that is, adding, a given constraint to the store (asynchronous message send), and by asking whether the store entails a given constraint (asynchronous message receive). Non-determinacy arises in two ways: because there is a choice of which clause to reduce a process with; and because of di erent process schedulings.
Con uence, that is independence of scheduling of reductions, is an important and desirable semantic property of declarative languages. In particular, it allows a program to be understood using any convenient scheduling as other schedulings lead to \isomorphic" results. For example, con uence holds in the lambda calculus because of the Church-Rosser property, and it holds in logic programming because of the Switching Lemma 15] . In the context of concurrency, con uence is an even more desirable property 18] as concurrent programs are notoriously di cult to reason about and to analyze and, without con uence, all possible scheduling rules, and hence interleavings, must be considered. In concurrent languages we are also interested in non-terminating computations. In this case we will understand conuence as independence of scheduling for all \fair" reduction sequences in the sense that the possible outcomes of the computations are the same. However, because of the interaction between non-determinism and synchronization, con uence does not hold for many concurrent languages. In particular it does not hold for concurrent constraint logic languages, the class of languages we are interested in analyzing. In these languages implementations are free to choose a particular process scheduling policy. However, as shown in Example 2.1 (Section 2), the standard operational semantics is not con uent with respect to di erent schedulings. E ciency is therefore problematic in analyses which are directly based on the standard semantics as they must consider all possible process schedulings so as to ensure correctness for any implementation.
For this reason we introduce a con uent semantics which approximates the standard (non-con uent) semantics of concurrent constraint logic languages. We propose this semantics as a basis for accurate and e cient program analysis. Correctness of such analyses holds because the con uent semantics approximates the standard semantics in the sense that suspension in the usual semantics implies suspension in the con uent semantics. Accuracy holds because the standard semantics is \nearly" con uent | in fact, for deterministic programs and programs without synchronization the two semantics coincide | and so the approximation is very close. Finally, because of con uence, an analysis based on this semantics need only be proven correct for a single scheduling rule. This provides for accuracy as the analysis can choose a scheduling which gives the most precise answer and also provides for e ciency as there is no need to examine the potentially exponential or even in nite number of di erent but \isomorphic" reduction sequences corresponding to other schedulings.
To illustrate the usefulness of the con uent semantics as a basis for abstract interpretation, we sketch analyses for detecting \suspension" and \local suspension". Local suspension occurs when a process in a system can never be reduced as it requires input from other processes in its environment to continue. Suspension is an acute form of local suspension in which the computation halts as no process in the system can be scheduled.
Most of the paper discusses a language with atomic publication 23, 26] . Atomic publication requires that the tell constraints of a clause be consistent with the current constraint store for the clause to be used in process reduction. By contrast, eventual publication does not consider the tell component when selecting a viable clause, but requires only that the clause's ask constraint be entailed by the constraint store. We formalize eventual publication and summarize corresponding results. The properties of the eventual publication language's con uent semantics are stronger: Assuming a fair computation rule, each non-failed derivation in the usual semantics has a corresponding isomorphic derivation in the con uent semantics. Since the results for the atomic case are more di cult we emphasize them in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give several motivating examples which illustrate the main ideas. Section 3 makes precise the usual operational semantics of concurrent constraint logic programs. In Section 4 we discuss several di erent types of suspension which are of interest in the context of concurrent constraint logic languages. Section 5 introduces a con uent semantic basis for the analyses which are described in Section 6. Section 7 gives related results for languages with eventual publication. Section 8 discusses the role of types for suspension analyses. Section 9 reviews related work and Section 10 concludes. The appendix contains proofs of the main theorems. A preliminary version of this paper appeared in 5].
MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
The operational semantics of concurrent constraint logic programs is formalized in the next section. The intuitive idea is that processes are identi ed with atoms which communicate and synchronize through a common store of constraints. Computation starts with an initial environment or \state" containing a set of processes and the current constraint store. Computation proceeds by repeatedly using clauses in the program to reduce processes in the state. Reduction using the (renamed) clause C = H : ? Ask : Tell j B can occur if H matches the process, and the current constraint implies Ask and is consistent with Tell. Reduction occurs by replacing the process by the body of the clause, B, and adding Tell to the current store. Thus processes communicate by \telling" a constraint to the store, and synchronize by \asking" the store if a particular constraint is implied by it. Reduction continues until there are no processes left, in which case the current constraint is an answer of the original state, or until no process can be reduced. A process in a state is stuck if (1) it cannot be reduced by any clause, and (2) at least one of the clauses de ning the process has constraints which are consistent with the current store. The initial state suspends, or leads to suspension if some sequence of reductions leads to a state in which all processes are stuck.
The operational semantics for a program and initial state is given as a transition system which is a graph with nodes labeled by states and arcs indicating reductions, where the initial state is the \source". We adopt the convention of underlining the scheduled atom in a state and labeling the arc with the clause it is reduced ? (3) hq(y); x = b^y = bi ? (5) htrue; x = b^y = bi with. Di erent transition systems result from di erent process schedulings. In the following examples we take (conjunctions of) syntactic equations over the Herbrand universe as constraints. We follow the convention that u, v, w, x, y, z, ... are variables, a, b and c are constants and ] is the list constructor. Using a left-to-right scheduling rule the program behaves deterministically as p(x) can reduce only with clause (3). Thus under this scheduling rule the state s does not suspend and computation terminates with answer x = b^y = b. The behavior, however, is radically di erent if a right-to-left scheduling rule is applied. In this case the program is no longer deterministic. It has three possible reduction sequences, one which leads to suspension (as the atom s(z) is stuck) and others which give answers x = a^y = a and x = b^y = b respectively. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate transition systems for P and s with left-to-right and right-to-left scheduling rules respectively.
This example demonstrates that analyses based directly on a standard operational semantics must consider all possible schedulings. In order to achieve independence of scheduling, we must guarantee that whenever a process is enabled it can make the same choices regardless of when it is scheduled. There are two issues to consider: (1) an enabled process which is scheduled later in the standard semantics may reduce with more clauses, and (2) an enabled process in the standard semantics may later become disenabled (and not fail) (see Example 2.2). The basic idea of the con uent semantics is to separate synchronization from non-determinism by interpreting synchronization at the procedure level instead of at the clause level. Namely, if every instance of an atom is either: (a) inconsistent with all clauses (i.e. its reduction would fail); or (b) can reduce with some clause in the standard semantics, then it can reduce with all consistent clauses in the con uent semantics.
By considering all instances, we are sure that enabled processes do not suspend later (and hence can be scheduled); by reducing all consistent clauses, we are sure that we consider all potential choices at the time of scheduling. Figure 2 .3 illustrates the intuition behind basing analyses on a con uent semantics. The gure shows the transition system resulting from using a left-to-right scheduling with the con uent semantics for the program from Example 2.1. Solid arcs indicate the reductions of the standard semantics while dotted arcs indicate additional reductions introduced by the con uent semantics.
The intuition behind basing analyses on a con uent semantics is that any reduction sequence in the standard semantics has an \isomorphic" reduction in the con uent semantics in which the reduction order is possibly changed and suspensions occur possibly sooner. Thus an analysis based on the con uent semantics inherits the ability to detect suspension by considering only the transition system for a single scheduling rule as a program is suspension free for all schedulings in the standard semantics if it is suspension free for any one scheduling rule in the con uent semantics. Example 2.2. As another example, consider the following program P and state s = hp(x 1 ; y 1 ); q(x 2 ; y 2 ); x 1 = x 2^y1 = y 2 i. With a left-to-right scheduling rule the standard computation is successful and gives x 1 = a. With a right-to-left scheduling the (standard) computation suspends after reducing q(x 2 ; y 2 ) with the third clause. This illustrates that independence of scheduling for p(x 1 ; y 1 ) does not hold in the standard semantics. In the con uent se-? 9 X X X X X X X X X X X X z
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mantics both left-to-right and right-to-left schedulings will reduce q(x 2 ; y 2 ) because it is not the case that all instances of p(x 1 ; y 1 ) which do not fail can reduce with some of the clauses. Figure 2 .4 illustrates a con uent transition system for P and s. As this transition system contains a suspended process, namely p(x 1 ; y 1 ), we know that some computation rule in the standard semantics may lead to suspension.
The previous examples suggest that the con uent semantics is a good basis for suspension analyses. In practice, however, we would like a more re ned analysis which detects also \local suspension", that is when some process can never be reduced.
Example 2.3. The initial state hclock(x); q(y); x = ticki with the program: 1) clock(x) :-x=tick : y=tock | clock(y).
2)
clock(x) :-x=tock : y=tick | clock(y). 3) q(x) :-x = a : true | true.
does not suspend as clock can always be scheduled, but does have local suspension because the process q(y) can never be reduced.
Local suspension analyses can also be based on the con uent semantics. The following example illustrates the intuition behind basing such analyses on the conuent semantics. The program exempli es a common technique called incomplete messages for specifying two-way communication between a pair of processes. Incomplete messages are messages that contain variables to be instantiated by the receiver and then read by the sender. For any reasonable scheduling no process will be stuck forever. However an \un-fair" scheduling which only schedules p(x 1 ), will produce read processes that will remain forever stuck because they require c(x 2 ) to be scheduled. For this reason when considering local suspension we restrict our attention to fair schedulings in which any process which is not stuck is eventually reduced. Now independence of process scheduling holds for all fair in nite reduction sequences in the con uent semantics. Thus, to show that a program and state are free of local suspension we need only construct a transition system based on the con uent semantics, which is local-suspension free and which has fair scheduling. Such a transition system for P is given in Figure 2 .5 implying that P and s do not locally suspend for any implementation of the standard semantics. In this case a suitable (and nite) transition system is obtained by consecutively scheduling the processes p, c, read and write.
Example 2.4 also demonstrates the e ciency obtained by considering only one scheduling policy, as there are an in nite number of di erent process schedulings.
The actual analyses for suspension and local suspension which we develop are simple abstractions from the con uent semantics in which the constraints are replaced by constraint descriptions and similar states are merged into the same state. The analyses work by constructing a con uent transition system over these \ab-stract states" with the desired property. We formalize the ideas behind these ex-hp(x 1 ); c(x 2 ); x 2 = x 1 i ? ? ? ? ? (1) @ @ R (2) hc(x 1 ); x 1 = ]i @ @ R (4) htrue; truei hp(x 1 ); r(y 1 ); c(x 2 ); x 2 = msg(y 1 ) j x 1 ]i ? (3) hp(x 1 ); r(y 1 ); c(x 2 ); w(y 2 ); x 2 = x 1^y2 = y 1 i ? (6) hp(x 1 ); r(y 1 ); c( amples in the remainder of the paper.
THE STANDARD OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
This section presents an operational semantics for concurrent constraint logic programs which formalizes the one described in the previous section. The de nitions are parametric with respect to the underlying constraint system. Moreover, almost the same de nitions apply when de ning the con uent semantics and the suspension analyses.
We let Con C be a xed set of (concrete) constraints that is closed under conjunction and existential quanti cation. Elements of Con C are regarded modulo logical equivalence. Typical examples of Con C are constructed from syntactic equations over the Herbrand universe, or linear arithmetic equalities and inequalities. We let fail denote the unsatis able constraint and true the always satis able constraint. We write 0 if logically implies 0 . Thus Con C is a lattice ordered by with bottom element fail and top element true. For a nite set V of variables and 2 Con C we use 9 V as shorthand for the constraint 9v 1 9v 2 :::9v n where fv 1 ; :::; v n g = V . We use 9 s as shorthand for 9 vars( )nvars(s) where vars(s) denote the set of variables occurring in syntactic object s. Intuitively, 9 s restricts the constraint to the variables in syntactic object s.
We adopt a slightly non-standard notion of goals. The standard notion of a \goal" or \environment" is captured by a state that consists of a goal and the current constraint store. Here, a goal is a (possibly empty) set of atoms that do not share variables. The empty goal is denoted by true and the set of goals is denoted by Goal. Consequently, inter-process communications are always speci ed in a constraint, and as a result it is su cient to base analyses on descriptions of constraints. Moreover, as atoms in a goal are renamed apart, if we assume that every atom contains at least one variable, goals may be viewed as sets instead of the more cumbersome multiset notation.
Let Con be a lattice. We let Atom denote the set of atoms, and Clause the set of clauses. The set of programs is denoted Prog. A (variable) renaming is a bijection on the set of variables. The set of renamings is denoted by Ren. Renamings are naturally extended to mappings from terms to terms, etc. Often we will be interested in terms, atoms, clauses, constraints or states modulo variable renaming. We write p q and say that p is a renaming of q if there is a renaming such that (p) = q. For program P and a syntactic object s, C < < s P denotes that C is a renaming of a clause in P such that vars(C )\vars(s) = ;.
The operational semantics is given in terms of reductions between states. This is modeled using a try function and a resolve function. The try function indicates whether an atom (in a state) can be reduced with a given clause while the resolve function speci es the e ect of the reduction on the constraint store.
De nition 3.1. resolve and try (concrete)
The concrete resolve function, resolve C : Atom Con C Clause ! Con C , is A constraint has an associated \stuck" relationship that holds for an atom if under the constraint the atom cannot be successfully reduced with any clause, but does delay for some clause. In general, stuck Atom Con.
De nition 3.2. stuck atom (concrete)
Let P 2 Prog and 2 Con C . Atom A is stuck in (for P), written stuck P 1. 9C < < V P: try C (A; ; C ) = delay; and 2. 8C < < V P: try C (A; ; C ) 6 = success where V = vars(hA; i).
Typically, implementations of the operational semantics use a particular process scheduling policy, such as selection of the leftmost non-stuck process. We model a scheduling policy as an arbitrary choice of atoms from the state's goal that satis es a suitable scheduling relation.
De nition 3.3. scheduling relation Let P 2 Prog. A scheduling relation, sched P State Goal, is de ned in terms of a corresponding relation stuck P Atom Con by: sched P (s; B) if: 1. B goal(s); 2. A 2 B ) : stuck P (A; con(s)); and 3. 9A 2 goal(s) : : stuck P (A; con(s)) ) B 6 = ;.
In the following we will often be interested in two speci c concrete scheduling relations. The standard scheduling relation denoted sched P C which is de ned in terms of the relation stuck P C de ned in De nition 2; and the con uent scheduling relation de ned in the next section. Reduction is de ned in terms of a set of selected atoms. In the following the superscript will be omitted from stuck P C , sched P C and reduce P C when clear from the context. The operational semantics is de ned as a transition system, which is a graph that has nodes labeled by states. The initial state is a \source node" and edges correspond to reductions between the states. Thus reduction sequences correspond to paths in the graph starting from the source. Di erent transition systems for the same initial state and program result from di erent scheduling rules.
De nition 3.5. transition system Let P 2 Prog, State be a set of states, s 2 State and let reduce State State
Atom and sched State Goal be a reduction relation and a scheduling relation respectively. A transition system G for P and s is a graph with each node n labeled by a state, denoted by state(n), and a set of selected atoms, denoted by sel(n) such that:
(a) every node in G is reachable from a distinguished node called the source, which is labeled with state s;
(b) for all nodes n, sched(state(n); sel(n)); and (c) for each node n and each A 2 sel(n), if reduce(state(n); s; A) for some state s, then there is a node n 0 with state(n 0 ) = s and an arc from n to n 0 .
A transition system has a corresponding relation stuck Atom Con inherited from sched. Note that reduce determines which clauses can be used while sched determines which goals are scheduled. The standard operational semantics of a program is given by a standard transition system which is a transition system constructed from concrete states and the standard scheduling and reduction relations. ?! .
For example the transition system shown in Figure 2 .2 has a single derivation:
hp(x); q(y); x = yi ! hq(y); x = b^y = bi ! htrue; x = b^y = bi:
The declarative behavior of a program and state is given by its successful and failed derivations.
De nition 3.7. successful-suspended-failed-state Let P be a program and s 2 State a state. For a given stuck, we say that:
1. s is a success state for P if goal(s) = true; 2. s is a suspended state for P if goal(s) 6 = true and for all A 2 goal(s), stuck(A; con(s)); and 3. otherwise s is a failed state for P.
De nition 3.8. successful-suspended-failed-derivation, answer Let G be a transition system on State for s 2 State and P 2 Prog with corresponding stuck. A ( nite) derivation which ends in a state s 0 is: 1. successful if s 0 is a success state for P; 2. suspended if s 0 is a suspended state for P given stuck; and 3. is failed otherwise.
An answer of a transition system G for state s is a constraint 9 s con(s 0 ) where s 0 is the last state of a successful derivation for s in G. 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUSPENSION
Our primary purpose is to illustrate the use of con uent semantics as a basis for analyses of reactive aspects of program behavior, particularly the analysis of various types of suspension. Roughly speaking, these tell us whether a particular process requires input from other processes to continue. The most obvious kind of suspension occurs whenever a process reaches a state in which all atoms are stuck.
De nition 4.1. suspends A transition system suspends if it has a derivation that suspends. A state s leads to suspension for P if there is a standard transition system for P and s that suspends.
For instance, the initial state and program from Example 2.1 lead to suspension, as the (standard) transition system shown in Figure 2 .2 suspends.
The above de nition of suspension speci es the global behavior of a system formalizing the concept generally assumed in the context of concurrent (constraint) logic languages (e.g. 3, 4, 6, 24, 26]). However we are often interested in the local behavior of a single process within a system. We introduce the following notion of local suspension, which is similar to the notion of deadlock of an agent in CSP 11]. As we have seen from Example 2.4 a notion of fairness is required to formalize local suspension. For example, the transition system in Figure 2 .5 is fair.
De nition 4.2. fair derivation

De nition 4.3. local suspension
Let G be a transition system on State for program P and s 2 State. A derivation s 1 ! s 2 ! of G locally suspends if it is not failed and there is some state s i such that for some A 2 goal(s i ), stuck(A; con(s j )) holds for all j i . A transition system locally suspends if it has a derivation that locally suspends. A concrete state s leads to local suspension for program P if there is a fair standard transition system for P and s that locally suspends.
For example the initial state and program from Example 2.3 locally suspend while those from Example 2.4 do not. Clearly suspension implies local suspension.
We note that absence of suspension, global and local, is not preserved under state composition.
De nition 4.4. state composition
The composition of s; s 0 2 State C is the state s k s 0 = hgoal(s) g; con(s)ĉ on(s 0 )^g = goal(s 0 )i, where g < < hs;s 0 i fgoal(s 0 )g.
Consider for instance the states hp(x); truei and hq(x); truei with the program from Example 2.1. Neither leads to suspension while their composition does. We now introduce a con uent operational semantics which is the basis for the suspension analyses proposed in the following sections. Interestingly enough, absence of suspension, global and local, is preserved under composition with respect to this semantics.
A CONFLUENT SEMANTICS
In this section we present a con uent semantics which approximates the standard operational semantics. The basic idea is to separate synchronization from nondeterminism by interpreting synchronization at the procedure level. This is achieved by: (1) scheduling an atom only if it can be scheduled in the standard semantics and cannot become stuck under further instantiation, and (2) synchronizing a clause not by its own synchronization condition but rather by a combined condition consisting of a disjunction of the conditions from the clauses of the given procedure. Hence, if an atom can reduce with any clause, then it can reduce with all clauses which are consistent with the current constraint.
De nition 5.1. con uent transition system Let P 2 Prog. The con uent reduction relation, reduce CF State C State C Atom, is de ned by reduce CF (s; s 0 ; A) if s 0 is a concrete resolvent of s with A and C < < s P such that try C (A; con(s); C ) 6 = fail. The con uent scheduling relation, sched P CF is the concrete scheduling relation determined by stuck P CF (A; ) = 9 0 : stuck P C (A; 0 ): A con uent transition system is a transition system constructed from State C with the scheduling relation sched P CF and the con uent reduction relation reduce CF . The following theorem justi es our use of the term \con uent". It states that independence of scheduling holds for nite derivations and for in nite derivations in the case that the transition systems are fair, in the sense that di erent con uent transitions systems have \isomorphic" derivations. exists a fair con uent transition system for s and P that does not locally suspend.
As noted above, absence of local and global suspension in the con uent semantics is closed under state composition. suspend with P. For many programs, P, the con uent and standard semantics are equivalent in the sense that for all s 2 State C , G is a standard transition system for s and P if and only if it is a con uent transition system for s and P. These are programs that are not a ected by lifting the interpretation of synchronization from the clause level to the procedure level. In particular, P-Prolog 28] and P-Prolog x 26] programs are speci cally de ned in this way.
De nition 5.3. con uent program
A program P is con uent if for all atoms A, constraints and (distinct) clauses C < < hA; i P and C 0 < < hA; i P, try C (A; ; C ) = success ) try C (A; ; C 0 ) 6 = delay:
In particular, programs for which the ask parts of the guards are mutually exclusive are con uent because they are deterministic in the strong sense that, if an atom succeeds with some clause, it will fail with all other clauses. Proposition 5.2. The con uent and standard transition semantics are equivalent for con uent programs. Consequently, independence of the scheduling rule holds for con uent programs using the standard semantics. Examples of programs which are not con uent and for which the standard and con uent transition systems di er are the programs from Examples 2.1 and 2.4.
SUSPENSION ANALYSES
In this section we sketch analyses for suspension and local suspension. We couch these analyses as abstract interpretations 8] of the con uent semantics in which constraints are replaced by constraint descriptions. Correctness is argued by providing an approximation relation, /, which relates the descriptions to the objects they describe. In a suspension (or local suspension) analysis, one is interested in knowing which atoms in a state are \possibly" stuck. This requires that the constraint description keeps information about how variables in a state will be a ected if other variables in that state become more instantiated after a reduction. In 4] we have given several such domains. Below we formalize one such domain based on depth k descriptions 25] of states, which are simple yet su ce to illustrate the analyses of non-trivial programs. Additionally, we sketch the use of a second, more complicated domain via an example.
An analysis based on our method attempts to construct an \abstract transition system" that is (local) suspension-free. One way to ensure termination of such an analysis is to guarantee that the analyses will be based on abstract transition systems which contain a nite number of states. The number of constraints that occur in such states can be restricted by using nite constraint descriptions or by applying widening operations 8]. As illustrated in 4], it is also necessary to restrict the number of atoms which might occur in states. This is due to the dynamic nature of processes in concurrent constraint languages. A technique termed star abstraction which guarantees termination of analyses is described in 4]. For simplicity of presentation, we focus here on analyses which are based on a more simple state description which is induced from State C by leaving the goal component as it is, and abstracting the constraint component of the state. This ensures that, if there is a reduction in the con uent semantics, there will be a corresponding reduction in the approximating abstract semantics. We must also de ne what it means for an atom to be stuck in an abstract constraint. As we are interested in detecting possible suspension and local suspension we should err on the side of being stuck. Thus an atom is stuck in the abstract constraint whenever the atom is stuck in some concrete constraint described by the abstract constraint. That is, atom A is stuck in the abstract constraint for program P, written stuck P A (A; ) if 9E 2 Con C : / E & stuck P CF (A; E). The de nitions for scheduling relation, suspended state, derivation, etc., are as for the concrete states except that abstract stuckness replaces concrete stuckness. An abstract transition system is a transition system with states State A , a scheduling relation sched A de ned in terms of stuck A , and an abstract reduction relation reduce A .
We analyze a state s and program P for possible suspension by constructing a single abstract transition system for s and P. If this system contains no suspended derivations, then s and P de nitely do not lead to suspension (for any scheduling rule) with respect to the standard transition system, otherwise they may. Similarly we analyze s and P for possible local suspension by constructing a single fair abstract transition system for s and P. If this system contains no locally suspended states, then s and P de nitely do not locally suspend (for any fair scheduling rule), otherwise they may. Correctness of these analyses is a consequence of the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let G be an abstract transition system for a state s and program P.
If G is fair and does not lead to (local) suspension then any standard transition system for s and P does not lead to (local) suspension.
Observe that an unfair derivation can starve a process even though it is not stuck. Hence, our notion of a state leading to local suspension restricts attention to fair derivations from that state. However, when constructing an abstract transition system during program analysis, fairness has another important implication. An unfair derivation can fail to introduce a process that would remain stuck forever. Thus, the abstract transition system constructed by the analysis must be fair. has an unfair derivation that avoids local suspension by always scheduling clock (p is not stuck). An abstract transition system based on this scheduling would not constitute a legitimate analysis of the program, as s leads to local suspension by scheduling p, introducing q(x), which remains forever stuck.
In the following we assume for simplicity that concrete constraints are constructed from syntactic equations over the Herbrand universe. We denote by Eqn the set of possibly existentially quanti ed conjunctions of syntactic equations. The idea is to approximate a constraint by a constraint in which the depth of the terms is bounded by k.
De nition 6.3. depth k abstraction
We say that an element E = 9Y : of Eqn is solved if has the form x 1 = t 1^ ^x n = t n such that each x i is a distinct variable not occurring in any of the terms t i and each y 2 Y occurs in some t j . We say that an equation 9Y : in solved form is of depth k if 8(x = t) 2 : depth(t) k where depth(t) is the depth of term t. We denote the set of depth k equations by Eqn k . The correctness of the abstract reduction function induced by this domain is straightforward. A similar proof has been given in 4]. The con uent transition system for Example 2.4 given in Figure 2 .5 is also a depth 2 local-suspension analysis for the same program. This illustrates that our technique is adequate to analyze bidirectional communication by using a domain as simple as depth 2.
TYPES AND SUSPENSION ANALYSES
In the above discussion we have illustrated the utility of abstracting a con uent semantics in the analysis of reactive program properties. The analyses presented so far are simplistic in the notion of data abstraction assumed, namely depth k abstraction. This approach is particularly restrictive for the class of languages with atomic publication. In this case it is essential to have a stronger notion of data abstraction in order to provide a suitable de nition of con uent stuckness. In this section we demonstrate how the technique of abstracting a con uent semantics can incorporate more substantial notions of data abstraction. We choose a simple notion of type information and illustrate two example analyses. The rst is a simple program involving two producers, a merge predicate and a single consumer. The merge predicate is an example of a predicate with two inputs that consumes from only one of these in each reduction step. The analysis of this type of behavior typically requires more powerful constraint descriptions. The rst example illustrates that our technique is also adequate to analyze such programs. Note that this program is not con uent.
Example 7.1.
The following program P de nes: two producers pa and pb, which respectively produce a stream of a's and b's; a process m, which nondeterministically merges its two input streams, produced by pa and pb, into an output stream consumed by a consumer c, which consumes a stream of a's and b's. Recursive types are helpful here because, each time we reduce the merge predicate, we must reduce both producers to ensure fairness. Doing so with the depth k abstraction would quickly loose track of the relationship between the producers' variables and the merge's variables, yielding stuck atoms. As the transition system does not contain a suspended state, the analysis shows that the original program and state will not suspend. Furthermore, the abstract transition is fair and it has no locally suspending derivations. Therefore the original state and program do not locally suspend.
The second example in this section is an analysis for a version of the dining philosophers problem taken from 26]. Example 7.2. The Dining Philosophers is a classical example which illustrates the problem of mutual exclusion. The philosophers are sitting around a round table and there is one fork between each two philosophers. Each philosopher goes through cycles of eating and thinking. The problem is to provide an algorithm which guarantees that the philosophers will not deadlock and that no philosopher will starve. Shapiro 26] presents a program in which the implementation of mutual exclusion is facilitated by the atomic publication mechanism of the language. Let us see how we can prove that the given program does not suspend. A philosopher tries to grab both forks, excluding other philosophers from grabbing them. Mutual exclusion is obtained by unifying the head of the stream with the unique Id of the philosopher. Each stream F i is instantiated to the sequence of the identi ers of those philosophers which succeeded to use the ith fork. In a simplistic approach based on depth k abstraction each of the processes in s must be considered (abstract) stuck. To see this consider phil(1; F 1 ; F 0 1 ) and an instance where F 1 is bound to a term which is not a list and F 0 1 is not bound.
For analyses of this kind, greater precision can be obtained by utilizing more information about the eventual bindings of variables. Suspension analyses based on a con uent semantics and type analysis can be formalized by introducing a suitable notion of con uent stuckness into the de nition of con uent transition system. Given a type environment ? for a program P we can de ne a corresponding notion of con uent stuckness stuck P;?
CF (A; ) = 9 0 ? : stuck P C (A; 0 ): Intuitively, ? speci es that each variable can be bound only to terms of speci c types. In general, when we write 0 ? we mean that 0 ) and that 0^? is consistent. Now, reconsidering the example of the Dining Philosophers, let us assume a simple type analysis for logic programs which guarantees that F 1 and F 0 1 in phil(1; F 1 ; F 0 1 ) are always bound to list structures (see, e.g., 13 , 27]). In this case the suspension and local suspension analyses become trivial within our framework. In fact, none of the processes are ever stuck. For each process the rst clause can apply if the process is not idle, or otherwise the second or third clause will apply. The domain which we consider for these analyses is the extractor sharing description 4]. The idea of extractor sharing descriptions is to use functions which extract some \distinguished" subterms from a term. By using this description we obtain the graph of Figure 7 .2 for the analysis of suspension and that of Figure 7 Proposition 8.1. Let P 2 Prog, A 2 Atom, and 2 Con C . Then stuck P C (A; ) , stuck P CF (A; ). From this equivalence, it follows easily that any concrete derivation is also a con uent derivation. Proposition 8.2. Let P 2 Prog and s 2 State C , and let G be a concrete transition system for P and s. There exists a con uent transition system G 0 for P and s that contains G as a subgraph.
Combining this result with Theorem 5.1 we obtain the following. accurate analysis. To our knowledge this idea of basing the analyses of a concurrent language on an approximating con uent semantics is new. Our speci c technical contributions are twofold. First, we show that our semantics is con uent and that it approximates the standard semantics. Second, is the de nition and analysis for local suspension which has not been previously studied in the context of concurrent logic languages. Independence of scheduling in the con uent semantics for nite computations generalizes in a sense the standard result for logic programming, i.e. Theorem 9.2 in 15], Theorem 4 in 29] for moded equational programs, and Theorem 3.7 in 23] for determinate concurrent constraint programs. In particular, this result could be applied to de nite programs with delay 21]. Independence of scheduling in the con uent semantics for fair in nite computations generalizes Theorem 6.5 14] for logic programming.
Our de nition of suspension is the one generally assumed in the context of concurrent (constraint) logic languages 24, 26]. The de nition of local suspension and its corresponding analysis are novel. Local suspension is similar to the notion of deadlock of an agent in CSP 11] . The suspension and local suspension analyses we give have some similarities to analyses of CSP, for example see 1, 2], and to the work of Peng and Purushothaman 22] as our analyses essentially construct a graph of possible states of the processes and arcs which link possible reductions between those states. However there are signi cant di erences re ecting the di erent underlying models of concurrency. In particular we must handle asynchronous communication and dynamic creation and deletion of processes and communication channels.
Codognet 4] have also investigated the analysis of concurrent logic languages, and in particular analyses for the detection of possible suspension. The paper 6] gives two analysis algorithms based on the abstraction of the AND-OR tree of a program and goal. The rst algorithm requires computing all possible interleavings. As the authors note this is not very practical. The second algorithm overcomes this by performing local reexecution of atoms in clause bodies. This is more e cient than computing all possible interleavings but is inherently less precise. This approach is orthogonal to our use of con uence. Another di erence is that their analysis framework is based on the AND-OR tree semantics, while ours is substantially simpler because we directly abstract the transition system semantics.
The results of this paper are closely related to those presented in 4] where analyses are also based on abstracting a transition system semantics. It also de nes restrictions on analyses which ensure independence of scheduling for nite computations, allowing e cient implementation. The present work is an improvement for two reasons. First, because it considers the con uence of non-terminating computations which enables the analyses of local suspension. Second, because it simpli es the formal justi cation of analyses which can now be seen directly as abstractions of the con uent semantics. Other research on the analysis of concurrent constraint logic programs includes that of Horiuchi 12] . This work di ers from the approach taken here as it is based on a denotational semantics and because all interleavings must be considered.
Recently there has also been work in the analysis of concurrent constraint programs (ccp). Unlike our context of concurrent logic languages, ccp is a programming language with eventual publication 23]. Falaschi et al. 9] describe an approach based on local reexecution, formalized in terms of a denotational semantics using closure operators. Subsequently, our approach involving the approximate con uent semantics has also proved useful in the analysis of ccp programs. The con uent semantics given here is simpli ed in the ccp context of eventual publication. Hence, con uence can be expressed in terms of a source-to-source transformation from concurrent constraint programs to concurrent constraint programs which are con uent under the usual operational semantics. Such a transformation has been given independently by Falaschi et al. 10] and Za anella et al. 30]. Both of these papers abstract denotational semantics for these languages.
Za anella et al. 30] investigate the analysis of suspension-free concurrent constraint programs. In particular they show two possible transformations on suspensionfree ccp programs which allow the application of standard constraint logic programs data ow analysis techniques to the transformed programs. Za anella 31] studies a class of program properties for which the approximation of the choice operator becomes less problematic. In 10] Falaschi et al. combine the reexecution approach of 9] with the con uent approach. This provides a compositional semantics for a subset of ccp in which not all interleavings need to be considered. In a recent paper 7] Codognet et al. apply a denotational semantics for ccp programs with angelic nondeterminism and discuss the use of this semantics as a basis for program analysis. This work di ers from ours as it does not consider the standard \indeterministic" choice operator. It is interesting to note that a new operator (Guarded Constructive Disjunction) which is deterministic and hence clearly con uent is introduced by 7] for the purpose of analysis.
The analysis of sequential logic languages with exible scheduling has been investigated by Marriott et al. 16] . Flexible scheduling means that computation generally proceeds left-to-right but some calls are dynamically \delayed" until they arguments are su ciently instantiated. These languages di er from the setting considered here as they have a default left-to-right scheduling, hence they cannot ensure that an analysis will be correct for any scheduling. The interaction between non-determinism and synchronization is somewhat simpler in this kind of sequential language.
The recent work of Marriott and Oderski 17] presents a con uent calculus for ccp. Their semantics is precise, in the sense that the observables of the semantics correspond to those of standard ccp. However, the semantics itself is signi cantly more complex than ours, since the calculus has to keep track of those branches of the search tree which have not been completely evaluated.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a con uent semantics for concurrent constraint logic languages which provides a basis for their e cient and accurate analysis. We have shown the usefulness of this approach by using it to develop analyses for suspension and local suspension.
Another potential application that we have not discussed is to optimize implementations by applying a scheduling rule for which a program is shown not to locally suspend. In this case speed-ups may be obtained as there is no need to test for synchronization. Moreover, the need for intervention by a runtime scheduler to ensure fairness is eliminated, as the abstract transition system is fair. Thus, these systems may provide a basis for increasing the granularity of parallelism in the implementation.
As future work we mention the study of appropriate abstract scheduling rules to prove local suspension freeness and also the use of types to achieve stronger suspension analyses. 
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREMS
Most of the following proofs discuss derivations and require identi cation of atoms within derivations. For convenience in identifying atoms, we modify the original program and the initial state so that all atoms contain at least one variable. This is accomplished by adding a single-occurrence variable as an extra argument to each predicate that has an atom with no variables in a clause body or in the initial state. It does not signi cantly alter the reduction semantics because a state is based on a multiset of goals rather than a set. Because each atom contains at least one variable, renaming ensures that each atom in a derivation is introduced at most once. Since A 2 goal(s 0 k ) we can x the q < k such that A is introduced by the transition from s 0 q to s 0 q+1 . By induction assumption, it follows that A appears in C f (q ) . We show that it follows that D 0 is also locally suspending. Assume for contradiction that this is not the case. Then for each i 2 IN , each atom introduced into D 0 at step i is eventually reduced, since G 0 is fair by hypothesis. Using this fact, a simple induction on IN show that 8j 2 IN :9i 2 IN :f (i) = j , i.e., that f is surjective. Thus if j 0 is the step at which A is introduced into D, there is a step i 0 at which A is introduced into D 0 . However, since there is no step j 00 at which A is reduced in D (8j 00 :A 6 = A j 00), there is no step i 00 at which A is reduced in D 0 (8i 00 :A 6 = A f (i 00 ) ). This yields the desired contradiction with the conclusion above that each atom added in D 0 is eventually reduced. and with s 0 which do not (locally) suspend; then there exists a (fair) con uent transition system for the composed state s k s 0 which does not (locally) suspend with P.
Proof. We sketch the contrapositive for the case of suspension. The method can easily be adapted to the case of local suspension in a manner that is analogous to the other proofs in this appendix.
Assume that there exists a con uent transition system G for s 1 Observe that s 1 k s 2 s 2 k s 1 . It is straightforward to inductively construct a transition system for P and s 2 k s 1 that is a renaming of G. Thus we may assume without lost of generality that sn contains an atom which is derived from s 1 .
We inductively construct a suspending derivationD =ŝ 1 ! !ŝm for s 1 yielding the required contradiction. Denoteŝ 1 = s 1 . There are two cases: (1) m = 1; or (2) if some atom A 2 goal(ŝ 1 ) can be selected for con uent reduction then it must be the case that A is a selected atom in D, because otherwise A is in goal( sn ) and hence stuck while con( sn ) con(ŝ 1 ), which would be a contradiction. Let s be the state of D in which A was selected for reduction. Since con( s) con(ŝ 1 ) and s 6 = fail, A can be reduced inŝ 1 with the same clause C applied to A in D. Letŝ 2 be the state resulting from the con uent reduction ofŝ 1 with selected atom and clause A and C .
In the i th step of the construction (given stateŝ i ) the argument is similar. If some atom A 2 goal(ŝ i ) can be selected then it must be selected in some step of D | because otherwise A 2 goal( sn ) but con( sn ) con(ŝ i ) (note that all previous reductions ofD involve the same selected atoms and clauses as steps in D Proof. It is su cient to prove that for con uent programs : stuck C (A; ) ) : stuck CF (A; ). Proof. Here we consider the more di cult case of local suspension; for the case of suspension the proof is similar. Let us assume that G is a fair abstract transition system for s and P that does not locally suspend. We inductively construct a fair con uent transition system G 0 for s 0 and P that also does not locally suspend. Then the claim will follow by using Corollary 5.2. By using induction on the depth k of the nodes in G 0 , we construct (1) the concrete sel 0 function for the con uent transition system G 0 , (2) ?! is a derivation in G such that i (A) 2 goal(f (s 0 i )) and 8j:(j i ) stuck A ( i (A); con(f (s 0 j )))) which contradicts the hypothesis that G does not locally suspend. It remains to show that G 0 is fair. A similar contradiction can be derived by proving that if some derivation of G 0 has an atom that is not stuck, but that is never reduced, then there must be a corresponding atom in a corresponding derivation of G such that either the atom remains forever stuck, contradicting the assumption that G does not locally suspend, or else the atom becomes unstuck, but is never reduced, contradicting the assumption that G is fair. 2
